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PRESIDENTS REPORT
The AGM has come and gone and for my part it was nice
to be elected to the position of President rather than just
stepping into the role as a result of someone stepping
down.
I will take some space to thank Chris Kennedy and John
MacDonell the two members who have stood down after
doing their time on the committee and to welcome two
new members to the committee, Colin Downing and
Stuart Robertson although Colin has served the club on
committee before and is a Past President.
Also a special thank you, to all other members of the
committee who are returning to serve for yet another year,
to ensure that our Club continues to operate in a profitable
and safe manner. Thank you all.
It would appear the funding is now in place for the stair
and kitchen modifications to start and Gary Douglas, who
is the Project Co-ordinator, informs me that the
contractors could be making a start in July.
As mentioned the funding is now in place but the formal
step of asking you the members to approve the
expenditure has to be minuted at a General Meeting and
this is proposed to occur at the April General meeting.
I therefore ask if you can possibly get along to that
meeting it would be great to have a strong voter turn out
in favour of the minute.
Regards Brian
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SCALE RAILWAY
LAYOUT DEVELOPMENTS
(N scale) The wiring diagram has been drawn
for the tunnel section and Selwyn and myself
have completed most of the changes, it should
be up and running before long. There is a
requirement for at least one remote operated
turnout at the North end of the layout to allow
operation of the new route without the need to
sprint from one end to the other to set the
points.

Selwyn Bennett brought along some N scale
building kits that he had built, painted and
weathered and an oil derrick that he was working
on from a laser cut kit, really fine detail, a great
model. (see photo)

(HO scale) A little bit of paint has been
lavished on the surrounds of the layout to tidy
things up a bit prior to any other work being
carried out. There are also plans to
“modernise” the control panels a little but we
haven’t come up with a definite plan for this
yet.
MARCH MEETING The main discussion at
this meeting was the resurrection of the
“modular” layout of the Dunedin area that has
been stored in the attic for a number of years.
This layout uses 9mm gauge track so would be
suitable for NZ120 operation. I have suggested
that the layout is basically rebuilt to allow it to
be assembled in different configurations
depending on where it is to be displayed. A
modular layout, for those that are unfamiliar
with the concept, is one that is assembled from
a number of baseboards, each baseboard has the
same number of tracks entering and leaving at
the same relative positions. This should allow
any board to be connected to any other.
I brought along one of the baseboards from my
P4 layout to demonstrate the method that I have
adopted, using beams and trestles to support the
layout. I thought that this might be a more
flexible system for the modular layout than
using legs fixed to each board.

GROUP GET TOGETHERS
Boat Group Wednesday Following the General
Meeting 7.30pm
Engineering Third Monday 7.30pm
Scale Railway Each Tuesday 7.30pm
Thursday Toilers 9.30 am to 4pm Weekly

Hamish Tyson brought along the NZ120 DJ
locomotive he is building as part of a consist for the
Taieri Gorge Tourist Train most of the detail added
with paint and decals to finish.
By John Knight
Group Leader
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FORMULA OF INTEREST
TETHERED CAR REPORT
We had a successful run on the last Sunday of the
month with 5 members running cars. The weather was
fine and very humid temp of 14 deg.
The speeds were not as good as those that were
obtained during Festival Week.
Gordon had the bragging rights for the day with a
speed of 137.9 Kph running his Go motor powered hot
rod
Jim had the fasted of the club project cars with a speed
of 124.86kph just pipping Jon with 123.8kph.
We thank the committee for the new padlock for the
track.
Also thanks to Gordon Rusbatch who supplied a
spanner which Chris modified to aid in the installing
and removing of the centre pole. Thanks to the
members who prepared the track prior to racing.
At the time of writing this Chris has just reported back
From Brisbane of the time he run in practice of
274kph with his 3.5cc A grade car, what will he do on
race day?

Tyre dia in inches = TD
Miles per Hour = MPH
Motor RPM
= RPM
Gear Ratio
= GR

RPM = MPH x GR x 336
TD
MPH = RPM x TD
GR x 336
TD = MPH x GR

x 336

RPM
GR = RPM x TD Divide by 336
MPH
Formula as supplied by Mel had an example
attached by limited mathematical keyboard skills of
the editor means it was not reproduced, Sorry.
Editor
Conrod has been informed that the next Tethered
Car Meet will be the last Sunday in May
By Mel Kennedy
For Tethered car group

Chris Kennedy’s A Grade Car

NEXT MEETING
MONDAY
14TH APRIL 2014 7.30pm
Guest Speaker Gary Douglas

Group of happy Tethered Car enthusiasts at Festival
Week

Acceptable Solutions to Prevent Leaky Homes
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Some
of the members
at May
running day
Engineering
Group
News
A small gathering compared with past meetings, 10
members present.
First thing discussed was the proposed steam loco
training and general H&S training day to be held
one last Sunday of the month soon. All interested
members to contact Dave McBride or Jim Woods
so we can figure out number of loco’s required and
catering. Next was the coal. Jim to contact the coal
supplier to find out costs for the fuel landed at
OMES.
Ken gave a brief outline of where he is up to with
the new signals on the two blind corners on the
track. Logan and Des have offered to assist Ken
with this.
Jim is looking into a new air controller for the
electric shed points. Seems that many get confused
with the current lever settings, and this could lead
to a possible accident. A single 3 position switch is
to be looked into.
Continuing studies into a replacement compressor
for the steam shed is ongoing with 2 possible
solutions being followed up by Donald and Colin.
It was proposed that we look to relocating the
machinery in the workshop to the electric shed and
setting this area up as a safer and more accessible
work area for the type of work carried out. This
would need to be done, should it go ahead when the
stairs are removed and before the new stairway
installed. This would also free up an area for scale
railway to use. 3 phase power would need to be run
out there again. A small working group lead by
Colin Downing is to look into this. Storage of items
and other stuff to be relocated to the Mezzanine
floor in the steam shed and or container.

Jim, tabled a Regulator and weigh shaft bearing for
the Isle of Man Loco and a small tool makers vice
he has bought.
Next meeting will be favorite workshop tool or
something odd.

Mel’s Painting Jig

Gordon’s Carburettor

After the failure of the brakes on the club trolleys
(jamming on due to poor fitting) Alan Stevens and
Des are fitting new blocks properly using proper
brake material.
Bits on the table,
Mel, tabled a painting jig for holding loco wheels as
per Chris Vines book
Jim’s Regulator
Gordon, showed us a new carburettor for his 3.5 cc
car and special D bit for reaming the jet

Report Written by Jim Woods
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NEW PICNICS AND PARTY CREWS

Day Controller

Crew

Member 2

Member 3

1

Brian McCurdy

4898936

Murray Wright

4894218

John Knight

4766312

2

Selwyn Bennett

4557305

Brian Niven

4554491

Barry Stoddart

4876128

3

Dave McBride

4761922

Colin Downing

4542528

Jim Woods

4761369

4

Michael Forrest

4551642

Henry Goosselink

4883284

Mark Hughes

4552870

5

John MacDonell

4878457

Craig MacDonell

4878457

Ron Johnston

4556623

6

Chris Kennedy

4667372

Lachlan Clark

4763663

Greg French

4543634

7

Mike O'Cain

4882075

Stuart Robertson

211480683

Colin Nicholls

4545432

8

Gary Douglas

4767311

Bruce Milne

4544471

Kevin Gamble

4554547

9

Terry Smith

4545697

Brian Wolff

4727749

Allan McGregor

4767666

10

Gordon Rusbatch

4544800

Bevin Robertson

4894783

John Anderson

4543542

11

Jon Winton

4542950

Lance Wild

4728603

Gordon Duell

4883663

12

Bill King

4881518

Keith Murphy

4731740

Hamish Tyson

4732116

13

Donald Ross

4534002

14

BOOKINGS
Date
Sat
Sat
Sat

April
April
April

Crew
5
12
26

1
12

Time
1pm - 3
1PM - 3
1pm - 3

Numbers

Contact Ph

Contact Name

TBA
10
10

4884547
4730607
275382618

Mike Ward
Suzanne O’Sullivan
Alice Van Zijl

Please check the Crew listing at top of page and note which Crew you have been assigned to.
Day Controllers please check with your crew members before the day to ensure that all are available.
All crew members are responsible to inform their day controller if unable to attend and to endeavour to find
a replacement.

BOOKING OFFICER-- TERRY SMITH terry.45,smith@gmail.com
PHONE – 454 5697
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BOAT GROUP REPORT
On Thursday 27 February, the boating group
hosted a return visit from the
Otago Maritime Society, to our facilities.
Approximately 30 people were present and we
started the evening
with models on the pond representing New
Zealand. Our guests appreciated the
opportunity to see the models on the pond, and
were most impressed with
the detail built into the various models. The
weather was perfect and the session on
the pond most enjoyable.
The evening finished with supper and viewing of
the N-scale and H O railways with their running
gear.
During the month the midweek boating group
also met a few times at the pond. This is always
a good social interaction and problems with our
models are either solved or left unsolved for
further thought!
Our running day on the last Sunday of the month
was a non-event due to the weather.

Gary Douglas’s Comstock is being modified to
allow for easier entrance for the landing
craft.
Murray Vince had almost completed his model
of the Swedish canal boat “Juno”. He has fitted
it with running and cabin lights, and very good
detail as to fitting etc. A very impressive
scratch-built model
Gordon Duell is working on a project with
three other members in building four
1metre yachts. The hulls and decks are made
from fibreglass. This is a very restricted class
and the intention is to have the yachts measured
and approved. Again a very impressive project
Henry Gooselink is at present working on the
deck fittings for his Scottish coaster and has
glazed the windows on the bridge and passenger
lounge with weld bond glue. This dries totally
clear. He has also rolled and glued a funnel
using an alloy drink can.

Monthly Get Together
On Wednesday evening 12th March we had 19
members at our monthly meeting and after
sharing matters from the AGM held on the
Monday night, other matters of interest to the
members present were discussed.
Tony Roach a retired shipwright gave a very
interesting talk and demonstration of the old art
of caulking a deck, showing the materials and
explaining the various caulking tools used and
the mallet and seat-toolbox used when working
on a deck.

Tony demonstrates the caulking techniques

Bits On The Table
Bits On The Table followed and an around the
room discussion on work in progress in the
various members workshops.
One model had received a modified reversing
propeller, with it being reduced from
approximately 80mm to approximately 65mm.
Test results on Friday
The tool box/seat and tools
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BOAT GROUP REPORT Cont.

Murray’s beautiful model of the JUNO

SOME SCENES FROM FESTIVAL WEEK

Central Hall Display

Murray discusses his wiring challenges
Couple of ‘Good Old Aussies ‘
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